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Abstract: During the last decade usability is the hottest issue
among researchers. As the end product has been finally utilised
by human, so effective guidance in terms of information systems
is must. Today, a large manual which contains detailed
instructions in form of chapters has very less value and users
want somewhat interactive human guided information systems.
To design an efficient interactive information system, some
processing should be involved not in early stages of its
development but also in execution phase of it. This paper
addresses this issue and gives an idea how to use different
process models for visualizing execution processes during the use
of information systems to enhance its usability.
Keywords: Human guided systems, Work flow management
systems, modelling language.

1. INTRODUCTION
Today, there is a need to manage the execution
process of an information system effectively and
show its execution status positively to end user. A
typical question for researchers today is “how to
make an information system more efficient and
effective to use?” Traditional systems use the
process models only in the development phase of an
information system. By introducing new means of
information representation during the use of
information systems, its usability can be enhanced.
There are a lot of examples on usage of process
models in complex engineering systems. To
represent electricity supply networks, customers
and suppliers are shown with monitoring screens
whereas grid patterns show power lines between
them. Process models are also used to retrieve
information about certain parameters to examine
certain processes. Processes can be started by just
clicking certain entities like clicking on the
particular power producing entity; electricity
production capacity can be initiated. Similarly, on
the same idea, one can start any activity by just
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clicking the related entity in the model representing
the information system.
Information systems which are represented in
the form of process models can be shown with the
help of tree diagrams with increased detail at each
level [1]. The main components of diagrams are
graphical symbols representing repositories as data
objects, entities as real objects, connections as
control and data flows, time constraints and other
artefacts as states, informal descriptions about
activities processing, states and flows as comments.
Now the need is to make it possible to execute an
information process by just click on a particular
component. The next section describes the general
solution. Third section deals with previous work
which has been done in this research area.
Implementation and visualization issues are
discussed in fourth section while fifth section
describes the conclusions.
2. TRADITIONAL METHODS AND PROPOSED
METHOD
Traditional systems use elements of interface
controls like windows, menus, forms etc. to
execute some user oriented tasks. Also, these
systems presume that the user knows the exact
sequence of activities that must be performed on
menus, buttons and/or screens to accomplish
specific tasks. The problem is that a layman has a
lot of problems in operating these systems. So,
usability which is the major aspect of information
systems gets hindered.
So, there is a need for representation which is
easy to operate. Humans feel easy to understand
and operate a system which represents the live
world as entities, objects, information flows and
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processes. So, object oriented graphical diagrams
can be made on which user can initiate process
execution, choose certain paths, open certain
documents, and finish certain processes by just
clicking it rather than remembering various menus
and sequences for certain operations. One can
make the already executed activities visually
depicted by colouring it to different colour from
activities which are not executed yet. So, the
proposed solution is to represent information
systems with the help of process execution
models.
The proposed solution is feasible only if:
 It is possible to represent precisely and
definitely all elements necessary for
execution of information system.
 User can easily execute the model without
any system intervention in an automated
way.
Main tasks for implementation of process
execution models are:
 Design the process execution models and
represent them with graphical diagrams.
 Represent all the elements needed for direct
execution i.e. activities, data objects,
control as well as data flows.
 Choose the modelling language according to
domain [2] and tool for creating and
editing of process descriptions and make it
open for external use via API for
developers.
 Link executable routines [5] to specific
elements of the model to make it
executable.
Now the users can execute certain actions
by just clicking on the element. Two different
types of experts involved in it. First are
modellers which are responsible to design
modelling language and tools which provide
API to model such systems. Second are model
developers which actually design and
implement the process execution models for
information systems.
3. RELATED WORK
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Many information systems exist today
which are in execution mode. One of the
famous among them is Workflow Management
Systems [3][4]. In these systems, processes are
automated in such a way that documents,
information or tasks are scheduled and passed to
next active participant only if previous
participant complete its action on them
according to some defined procedural rule. The
tools for these systems are JIRA [6] and
KiSSFLOW [7] which is used in team oriented
work systems. The important features of
workflow management systems are graphical
diagrams, data objects as screen forms, defined
entities and their roles with accessibility criteria
etc. [8]. So, process execution models take
partially the idea from workflow systems for
their implementation. Theoretical researches are
hard to implement them as they defined
axiomatic approaches [9]. In work flow
systems, users of system are role-based whereas
process executed systems are meant for end
users. The main tool to represent workflow
systems are Petri networks [10].
Another approach that gives idea for process
execution models are from Model Driven
Software Development (MDSD) approach [11]
which is also based on graphical and CASE
tools. The researchers of MDSD give the idea of
abstraction of software description to enhance
the software productivity as compared to other
methods. So, linking of executable routines later
on
gives
independence
in
software
development. Although the use of tools of
MDSD is limited, research and improvement is
still alive in this area [12][13]. Also MDA
(Model Driven Architecture) approach suggests
modelling of information systems and then
translates them into executable code.
4. FORMALIZATION AND EVALUATION OF
DIRECT PROCESS EXECUTION APPROACH:
4.1. STRUCTURE OF MODEL
In hypothetical form it consists of two parts:
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Memory: It is a container that stores different
type of instances of data objects and processes.
It has further two parts to store data object
instances and process instances.
Data object part stores four types of objects i.e.
new data objects, active data objects, processed
data objects, archived data objects. New data
objects are in wait state for processing, active
data objects are in processing state, processed
data objects which have finished processing and
can be used again and archived data objects
which have finished processing but cannot be
used again.
Process instances can be created by clicking on
some particular process in graphical diagram.
After that the process has to be linked to some
particular data object for execution. So, memory
stores two types of process instances i.e. active
and passive process as shown in Fig 1.

Fig 1- Structure of Model



Engine : It is able to execute particular instances
of active processes consecutively.

4.2. WORKING OF MODEL
As shown in Fig-2, working involves the
following steps:
 User login into the information system.
 System checks authentication and authorization,
if satisfy granted access to execute certain
processes on certain objects.
 User choose a process for execution by clicking
in process model diagram and link it to some
particular data object, process can be new one
or previously started but not finished yet.
 System creates a new instance of process and
linked it to data object, and starts execution.
 If user clicks on a suspended process, system
finds it in active process part of memory and
start execution from where it was previously
interrupted.
 Processes are executed step by step iand user
can see their progress in process diagram.
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Fig-2 Working of Process Execution Model
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Furthermore steps can be made to be executed
manually i.e. by user clicking, semi-automatic also
by user clicking (adding new data) but further
activities need not much user involvement as in
editing the old data or fully automatic i.e. without
user interaction e.g. to save some data in repository.
4.3. REPRESENTATION OF DATA OBJECTS
AND PROCESSES
To represent data objects screen forms are
used, which contain many fields to be added/
edited/ deleted. It can also serve for selecting of
data objects. The main instructions for making
forms more effective are:
 show attribute values in screen forms so that
users recognize the necessary objects
 allow filter data objects in screen forms to
narrow the set of object instances
 colour fields in screen forms according to the
data objects instance status (for instance,
the corrigible fields could be shown in a
different colour)
 Furthermore, some data columns or fields could
be disabled (not displayed at all) if the user does
not have rights to access the data objects.
Traditional programming methods can be used
for developing screen forms. To represent process
execution, one can use graphical diagrams. One can
use different colours to represent executed
processes, active processes (shaded form) and
processes not initiated yet. Also, the processes for
which user has no right, must be shown in faded
way.
4.4. PROCESS EXECUTION MODELLING
ENVIRONMENT DIMOD
To create and use process diagrams, one
needs a specific modelling tool and DIMOD is one
of them. The tool DIMOD can be used in a domain
specific language (DSL)[17]. It can publish the
diagrams to the web; check the business process
models’ internal consistency and perform other
modelling functions well. A specific feature is
included in DIMOD which call APIs in predefined
points to implement DSL specific semantics.
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4.5. EVALUATION OF PROPOSED MODEL
The recommended usability metrics by ISO
9126 are:
 Effectiveness – A system is effective only if it
meets user goals with full accuracy and
completeness. It can be measured in terms of
Percentage of completed tasks, Ratio of failures
and successes etc.
 Efficiency – A system is efficient only if it is
easy to operate, learn and recall certain actions
in it. So, it must be user friendly.
 Satisfaction – Users are satisfied only if they
can use the system comfortably.
As process execution models are completely
transparent, user goals are fully accurate and
complete, so effectiveness is achieved. Next, these
systems are easy to operate and one should not put
burden on brain to recall its activities, so they are
efficient too. Finally, users can use them
comfortably as there is no harm on existing diagram
due to creation of new instances of processes, so
satisfaction is achieved. In a survey, it has been
shown that one graphical diagram can substitute 8
to 10 pages of textual instructions [18].
5. CONCLUSION
This paper presents a process execution model
approach to represent information systems
effectively. It can be represented to user with help
of graphical diagram which consist of processes and
data objects which are connected for execution of
certain activities. A user can login the system to
perform certain actions. He has to only click on
certain process to activate it and data can be added
or edited in forms. The user can also see the
progress of execution. So the system is fully
transparent during execution. A particular DSL can
be used for modelling the system. Finally it
concludes that model is fully usable.
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